Gain an introduction to dignity-based leadership and communication.

**January 16th at 11:15 at Stadium View**

Registration and networking 11 -11:15  
Lunch and 30 second introduction 11:15 – 12  
Tenderloin Tips with fixing, salad and dessert  
only $12 (Our Cost)  pay at the door  
Workshop 12 until 1

Joe Kiedinger has been studying communication methods of great companies since the 1990s. Through his journey, Joe identified that each of these companies were lead with a Servant Leadership Management style. One ingredient of this that stood out above the rest... dignity.

Joe Kiedinger, Author, inventor, owner of Prophit Marketing.  
Learn why dignity matters in leadership today and how to live it. You will be educated and entertained by Joe’s humor and storytelling. Through stories, Joe invites us to be introduced to a fresh way of understanding people, and shows how to effectively gain cooperation and trust through dignity-based communication. Understand what’s important to Millennials and how they are shifting the leadership landscape. Joe reveals the 56 positive dignity traits that motivate and inspire all people. Understanding others top five traits changes everything. Now you can place them in the right position immediately and know exactly what they need to feel valued and productive.